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Q.
o~

There areLa few points we want to ask you ,about on the whole.

First of all, going back to the time before Hay 7th,itseems

that you and a number of other people heard about the lecture

in the news letter, and we gather that a. number ,o;f,di~eussions
" "..' ."..",

were held in ,the ensuing days. It seems to have been dt;cided at

A.

a fairly early stage that Peter Archard was going to do research.

Do you remember being in on any discussions before he started

that research, or as he was starting it?

I remernbera discussion at which we considered the desirability

of collecting that research and of

in some way in order to eXPand the

Q.

could take place.

Was the idea of drawing up an indictment something that was

decided fairly early on?

I can't remember. Certainly by the weekend, that is saypy

Sunday, though I have a feeling that it Vias slightly earliero

I can't say more than that but it was decided to dra~ up an

indictment.

A.



I

Q.

A.

Q.

Ao

/

/
j
{ ,

It seems that there were a number of discussions, I believe it

was Peter Archard who said thatjon one
~G""'e.

some informal conversations. \11:1.1 t sort
@

meetings,Lwhich

present, do you

of those days, besides

of specific discussion

I believe a significant number of people were

remember?

I can. remember one on Sunday and one on lvIonday;the one on Nonday

being to hurry up and finalise the way in which the indictment was

to be present~d etc. and on Sunday we were largely discussing the

contepts, the emphasis, of the indictment generally. What kind of

information it would contain etc. I certainly recall vaguely

discussions before that, indeed when" one s8.wt1+athe was

from Porton, Professor MacIntyre waS not the only one.

Do you remember when the broad form of the demonstration, the

broad decisions of the demonstration i.e. whether violent or

non-violent and what form it should take, were thrashed out~

Either the Sunday or Monday.meeting because they are the only ones

I can remember specifically. Certain things were thrashed out

includingthe fact that it was to beron- violent and that its

purpose was to draw attention specifically to th~ question of

J;!

Germ warf~ to expand the discussion, in other words, not to

allow the lecture to conti~ue on that sort of academic level but

to bring in the whole question of Germ warfare and since this was

very specifically and very permanently the objective of the

demonstration, I think everyone was generally anxious that attention

should not be diverted from that specific objective. We did discuss

the possibility of violence ~emerging and indeed we were all

spontaneously very firm about the fact that there should be".'
-~~
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non-violent and directed specifically and

question of Germ warfare.

the

Provided that you were allowed to continue, and that there was

no kind of disruption or people leaving, the object of the

demonstration was to divert the proceedings from. an academic

lecture into a kind of discussion, confrontation, question and

answer, about Porton Down?

Tha.tsright.Ifyou look/at the indictment, it does in fact ha.ve

both in the middle and at the end, ;,LfI remember, a series of

questions that were to follow on after the indictment and I

remember, But only vaguely, that when David Triesman introduced

the paper he did say something about."l'Je.pr~sent this and we want
!ml?!\"~b}o~

to talk about the ethicaland moral ~ of Germ warfare

and We ask you to listen to what we have to say and then to

or answer questions about itn. The indict~Emt .does contain a

of questions which arise from the indictnwnt and can only

be directed at Dr. Inch. This ,was the intention to divert the

discussion into that area.

Did you have in your mind, before the demonsi:r4tion, as a result

of the discussions that had gone on, any clear idea of v/hat was

going to happen.in the event of Dr. Inch leaving or-being taken

out of the l~cture?



Q.

No idea really. One had thought about the possible course of events
teY\1~ber.

but we hadn It discussed what would happen if h~..IE!ft.I donI t' L ;

us in fact agreeing to any particular poligy, hut just to see

what happened and act accordingly.

Do y,° u remember whether it was discussed whether

should not be prevented from leaving the hall:

I remember discussing that possibility and the general consenS11s

was that we should not in fact do that because that would be a

should or

Ae

A.

diversion of the situation, something that would immediately being

the press, who we wanted to involve. We wanted this as a pu1lisist

action and anything like that would have immediately diverted all

the attention towards some slogan like. "Student Violence" or

"Students go beserk~'.
(',
'<>(;. 'I'urningto the press, it seems clear that the object of the

demonstration was tobrihg the matter of Germ warfare to the

attention of people both inside and outside the campus. In what

way were you hoping to involve the National Press or the outside

Press?

A$ ~argely by virtue of a fairly dramatic form of demonstration, as

to the definition of dramatic that is difficult, but we felt that

a well-researched ~ document with impact could in fact reach

the National Press as we knew there would be a journalist or two

there'or we imaginedthere would be, who could tr8~smitthis on.
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Q~

'rhe nature of thedemonstra.tion would itself would cause attention.

Were steps taken to 'a.lertthe Press?

I don't think so. One or two pressmen probab~ydid hear about it ~

proba.bly through private contacts.

Do you think tha~ journalists were present in fact~

A.

Q.

A. Yes.

Q. This is new to us. There was nothing from the Press in detail.

Have you any particular reason for believing that~

Well, I suppose not. I was just going by the acc~racy of reports.

It could have been enterprising students.

A.

Q. Did you expect the Press to be involved by news of the demonstra

that took place or because of the likelihood of a subsequent rb1f/?

I don't think we envisaged the likelihood of, if by a row you meanA.

Q.

the police called

A Univer?ity row.

A University row.

I,and everyone I

in and. a battle Or struggle.

A. I don it think so. I think it,is tr'ue to say that

know, was genuinely surprised,~9t to say

horrified, by the stand which the University did take later. The

attitude of the people generally on the Friday subsequent ~

I think testifies to this fact. I think it very surprising that

a Universit~ should not accept, not only the right t9 make this

dempnstration, but indeed the heed for it.



Q~ Going back to the two discussions that you remember. You said that.

at the Sunday evening discussion the contents of the indictm~nt

were discussed. By this time certaihly Peter Archard must have

A.

done quite a lot of his research.

Yes.
\

Q. \1as the discussion in the nature of a report by him and others?

Triesman had also been doing research.

Yes. This was largely it, and in what form it should be presented.

Clearly most of the research had been done over the weekend,

A.

Q.

Sa.turday and Sunday.

We didn't hear this from Peter Archard. Do you think he had

actually drafted it by the Sunday evening? '

A. I can't remember but it was certainly there byNonday morning.

About how many people at this Sunday evening discussion.

I would say between fifteen and twenty.'fhat is the obly estimate

~"
A.

,~.

that I can make.

On the Honday eveningt when some of the final details were worked
?

out, how many there.

A., About the same number I think, but i remember slightly different
. .

people. That twenty, or whatever the number was, was not the

same as the previous day since more people were then getting to

Q..

know of the demonstration.

Did you yourself make a point of going about telling other people
of the demonstration?
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A. Yes.

[' ,".
"". .J Would you consider that you yourself played a leading part in

the discussions:

No. They were just groups of people with a similar intention in

0ind getting together. The question of leading parts does not

A.

arise. It was just a group of people gathered together to talk

about what we could do.

Q. Were you aware of other informal. discussions going on from time

to time at other times.

A. Aware of in the sense that I was told they were going on. That's

all. I didn't see or participate in other discussions, but I

Q.

was told that others were, in fact, taking place.

You made a point of telling other people about the demonstration

and presumably there were quite a number of people who kn€W about

the demonstration by word of mouth aud sympathised vrith it and

decided to support it, but had not taken any active part in the

thrashing out of the issues. Assuming that there were about one

hundred demonstra~ors, do you think this is about right?

Ao

Q.

No I don't. I think there was rather more than that.

Assuming there was a hundred and twenty, how many do you think

had come along, as it were, supporters?

Do you imply. that people would have joined a group of peopleA.

dem~nstrating and not agree with.



Q.. No, not at all. I will put it in a different way. Some people

had taken part in thrashing out the issues as to the plan and

kind of demonstration and as to the preparation of the indictment

itself. Others were informed at a later stage, Sunday or Monday,
,

about the demonstration which they in goodfaithf decided they

should support.

A. Yes.

Qo Could you say if the second lot were the majority or can't you

make that distinction.

A. I'm sorry. I may be particularly obtuse but I really don't under-

stand the point.

Q. What proportion of the demonstrators do you feel had come along
". ?

independently of Four plan to demonstrateo

That is difficult to say.

Who had seen the news letter and came to the conclusion you had

A.

Q.

A.

but probably without knowledge of your plan.

I just can't say. I myself know probably about twenty people who

I met on Tuesday who said "I am going up to demonstrate against

Port on Down on the assumption that others will "go to" and that

assumption was brought up. It is a fairly good assumption to make

in this environment.

Q. Would it be fair to say that the fact that Dr. Inch was arriving,

and the fact that the demonstration was taking place, w~s buzzing~~ --~ ~ ~~
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Q.

around those people interested at that weekend?

I think thGi.twould we true "yes. It even reached Professor

MacIntyre"and Mr. Evans, so'c1ear1y it was buzzing round.

There is a possible distinction between people who knew that there

was being some sort of demonstration and those who knew and

A.

admitted themselves to the particular form of the reading of the

indictment at the meeting. Is it possible for you to estimate what

proportion, or how many people, to your knowled~e, had agreed to

that particular form of demonstration, say reading the indictment
. ,

at the lecture.
t1--e

I would say that by the timelr{ached the meeting, everybody knew.

what form it was going to take and by being there and participating,

I would suggest they approved the form of the demonstration. I would

say probably, well it is very difficult to say unless I break it

down into specific times. Who knew by Monday evening, who knew by

A.

Q.

A.

Tuesday lunchtime.

Who knew by 4.30 on the Tuesday.

Q.

, Everybody.

And what proportion would you say were aware of the plans of what

to do should he leave the meeting.

Very small because there weren't any.

But it has been mentioned that there was a plan going around the

A..

Qo

A"

campus.

Yes, ,this was suggested. The word "plan" implies that it had beEm

worked out completely.



Q.. You are saying then that the majority wouldn't have been aware

of this discussion?

Probably not.\

There is a rumour that someone had withdrawn from the demonstration

A.

Q.

A.

because they thought it was too extreme. -Do you know anything about

this~

Nothing at all.

Q--
di $~elA(j

Was there any significantbody of ~ at any of the discussions

you were at, as to the form decidedon. .
D\s~e/A.C"? In -

~ There were other ideas but this idea was agreed on/each

case by everyone who attended these discussions and there was

A.

Q.

a general approval of this as a form of demonstration.

Going up to Wivenhoe Hous~, someone has mentioned seeing a police

car in square 5. Did yo~ see a police c~7

A. Noo

Q.. Peter Archard has told us about picking up stones on the way. Do

you know anything about that?

NooA.

Q. Do you have a clear memory, ~d were -you sufficiently close to
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A.

see clearly, what went on in the d.oorway as Dr. Inch was

trying to leave the meeting?

Not really. I was about half way back up the aisle looking in

several direcyions at once. I was sort of looking around and

I really only have a very vague memory of what actually happened

at the door. That is after the mustard throwing incident. After

that I remember very little in fact except the impression of a

general m~e'. I was this side of the crowd and I could seea

couPleL~embers of the chemistry staff pushing be~ind and around

Dr. Inch, and in front pushing therr way to the door, in a way.

that seemed to me vigorous, but that is about all I could possibly

Q.

say.

The nature of the obstruction which confronted them, whether it

A.

was people. sitting down, or people linking arms and people pulling

them back. Did you really see?

No. I came out with the impression that the nature of the

Q.

obstruction was simply a 1arge and packed group of people at the

door, and I don't remember seeing anything like sitting down,

linking arms or anything.

v/hen it was known that Dr. Inch was leaving, I gather it was

announced by someone, I believe it was Houghton, that there were

cries of "No.he's not" and "Stop Inch" it seems. Do you rememb~r

those cries?



A. No I don't remember. I'm not saying there weren't, I just can't

remember. I didn't shout them.

Q. I gather you reached the lobby after a lot of people had already

got in.

Q.

,
Yes that is right.

Where were you while the indictment waS being

discussion?

completed and the

A.

I

I . A. I was at the-end of the corridor leading into the bit by the garden

door. The vestibule. At the end of the corridor, I moved into the

room to read my part of the indictment and then just stood at the

end of the corridor because just after I had finished reading the

constabulary arrived. I like everyone else, sat down and linked

Q.

arms. It was difficult but tried to link arms.

Would you have been somewhere near David Triesman.

I can't remember" where he was in the vestibule.

I

A.

~.

A.

Near the end, near the junction of the corridor with the rooms.

I can't remember.

Q. I gather the police arrived and you say those in the corridor

sat down, you sat down a~d the police did not move in until some

time after that. You must have been alm~st at the end of people

sitting down.

A. Yes, I was in fact if you like the first one sitting down at the

vestibule end by the garden door.- - - - - --
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Q. There ~ppelks to have been a lot of the time, a o.ordbn of linked

arms round Dr. Inoh.

Q.

I was sitting down..

Before th~t. Before you sat dowtl.

Ao

A. I don't think so. 1 saw no linked arms. No cordon. 'rhe:t:'e wasjus.t
a group of people. It was veryc1,osely packed. 'l'heywere close
enough" together to link arms without i tbeing partioularly clearly

Q.

.Vis,-ble.
You wer:e at no time then in. the front line of the people

?Dr. Inch.

A. No.

Or the front line around the police when the police arrived?

Noo I estimatedseven or eight and I was aitting dO\'Jn and getting

clambered over Md I waited uijtil everyone.whbwanted to, climbed
over us toe. About th~ttime, the police were firmly settled

Q.
A.

Q.

round Dr.. Inch.

Then t~ people sitting down g9t up2
Yes, ~ the time I had got up Dr. Inch

off towards the door by the restaurMt.

and the .cordofthad rn.ovedA.

Q. Did.you have a good view of the police pr.oceeding down the
corridor to the vestibule?

Excellent. I was under near them.A.



~o How did they proceed. With what degree of care and respect for

A.

persons.

By the time they were p~oceeding down the corridor, I was really

concentrating only on their feet which were the immediate threat,

but didn't seem particularly anxious to tread on anybody, they

seemed to be proceeding fairly reasonably and cautiously along

the arms.

Qo How quickly were they coming.

Cautiously and not too quickly. They were just treading veryA.

Q.

carefully.

An incident has been accounted to us involving Dr. Bowden in the

A.

corridor. Someone admits to grabbing hold of his legs because they

thougijt he trod on him. Did you see that at all.

No.
l

Q. How much did you see of the departure of Dr. Inch from the lobby

and the way in which he was got out by the police.

~

A. Very little in fact. What I saw was just a mass of blue uniforms

pushing through the door. I assumed that Dr. Inch was somewhere

in the middle but I canlt say I saw how they got him out because

I was just about to leav,e by the garden door to get round to the

front, at the point of which it became clear he was in fact going

Q.
to get out of the vestibule.

Turning to the incident of the car nearly knocking over Holden.

l
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A.
Were you quite close.
Yes.

Q. I will ask you a few questions I asked Hiss Stee1e.. VIas there anY
... .. . . .. . .. ... .. provokedprovacation .of the car in the way that the police car was/when

it went by people banging or shouting?
No. There was simply two people who got in the road. The carK.

appeared, I think it was probably going slightly slower than I
thought at first sinced"I am informed that it impossible to
accelerate up to 60 mph in three feet, but anyway it was going
fast, given the circumstances, and these two people were simply
crossing the road.

Q. Was there just a driver or a driver and passenger;
As I remember, two people in the car.
Did they hoot?

A.

Q.
A. Not that I remember.

With regard to the purpos8of the demonstration, a dinstinctionQ.

A.

has been made between the purpos~ of the demonstratio~ reading of
the indictment being to interrupt Dr. Inch and hold this tribunaL

The distxinction between that and preventing him giving his lecture,
the difference being in the first cc~e that it was at least left
open that he might at some time give his lecture that he came to
give. Which of 1hose two would you say was mostx generally agreed
should'be the pux:poseof the demonstration~

I would say clearly the first. I think this was implied by the
questions directed at br. Inch which required an answer in the
indictment itself, but the point of the indictment was in fact to

widen the discussion. To attempt to focus the discussion with Dr.

Inch around, hot the acc£demic subject which had been the original

intention, but the wider question of Germ warfare and its implications

and that the indictment was to present, if you like, our side of

the story and to then invite him to respond and give his version of
the facts.

r
~

...
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Q.. Is it correct to say that you had no ohjection after that had

been dOne to him giving the lecture he intended to give when
?

he came.

A. No. In a s~nse that question is irrel~vant. The point.. really

was to widen the discu.ssion. What happened after that, when it

Q.

was over, was really no business of ours.

It has been said that the purpose of the demonstration was that

a man was invited to give a talk and was prevented from giving

A.

the talk he wished to give.

I will give one sentence to try and clear this point up. It was

the intention to prevent him giving a talk at the time it was

intended and to divert the discussion at that time to a wider

discussion. IrJhathappened after that was not discussed and was

basically no concern of ours.

Q. In the lobby, do you remember Dr. Gordon's suggestion of moving
1

to another room.

A.

Q.

A.

Yes.

Do you remember what the reaction was to it?

A number of people backed up the suggestion and said "Let's move

off" and I believe it was very very soon after that, that the

constabulary arrived and the question was simply left in the air.

I can definit.ely remember people saying "Yes, let's go back into

the ~ommittee room".



Q.

First of all, in the reaction, Dr. Gordon said that he heard

people saying no.

I heard people saying no too.

He also feels that the dialogue continued for a little while
\

Q.

A.

A.

after that and that other questions were askedo

Yes. I remember. the no's and one or two people who attempted to

advocate the suggestion further.

Q. Would you agree with the estimate of forty people in the lobbg?

There seemed a lot more but I suppose that's about righto I really

can't 'say'.Do you mean inside, the vestibule itself?

Yes.

A.

Q.

Q.

Forty is about right. rrhere was a lot of other people around.

Someone mentioned these three groups and we didn't really

follow it up. Three groups of people having discussions about

A.

the demonstratidn. Does that respond to anything you know about

the grouping.

A. Not really. I just knew that a number of people were concerned

about this lecture and about the issue generally. I knew tpat

people were discussing it, but it simply wasn't that formal. I

had no indication of how many people were discussing it and in

what kind of groups. It rings no bells at all.
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28th lVIay, 1968

It is alleged that the telephone near the vestibule was ripped

out of its socket. Do you know anything about this~

I wasn't in that area at any time.

Q.

A.


